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hurricane that just destroyed everything and now the people over there
have absolutely nothing except for the clothes on their back. This
hurricanes name was Maria and was a category 3 hurricane. Puerto Rico is
still feeling the affects. They are without supplies like food, water, clothes
and stuff to keep themselves warm or clean. The whole island is without
power and it may be months before they can get
it back on, said Gov. Ricardo Rosselló on the CNN
website. There are 13 confirmed deaths from the
storm. Puerto Rico's situation isn't getting any
better either as"flash flooding continues in
portions of Puerto Rico and the Dominican
Republic due to persistent heavy rainfall from
Maria's trailing rain bands," the hurricane center
said.
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G.O.Y.A
How to manage your time when go to school and work during the
week. One of the most common questions that I get asked as a
teenager is ?how do you manage to work and go to school every day
of the week?? And to be honest there is no secret to it. The only thing I
have to do is stay focused during class and actually do all my work so
I could finish my homework and not take it home. I work part time but
I work Mon-Wed 5-11pm, Saturday and Sunday 9am-5pm. During the weekdays I close the lobby everyday. And
on the weekends I work in the morning on drive-through. I really don?t have any time to go out or spend time
with my family. Not having time for friends is kind of helpful just because if I don?t go out I get my hours of sleep
and I stay on track. On the other hand not having time for my family sucks
because I don?t know what is going on in my family until I get home and ask
my mom how her day was. My family plays a really important role in my life
so not having time for them sucks. Staying focused is the key to time
management. Sometimes I do slack and I don?t do all my work and I end up
regretting it later in the week. Grown ups say that teenagers have it easy.
But that is a lie because I work and I come to school full time. Teenagers
have a busy life also, teenagers have to focus on graduating but some of us
focus on bringing food to the table and graduating. It isn?t just the adults
doing the hard stuff. Teenagers have a life also. If you want to work and go
to school just learn how to manage your time well and you will be
successful. Also make time for yourself on your days off and go do
homework with friends or family and try not to get distracted while doing
your school work. These are some tips that will give you a successful life.

cr ISIS St r ik es t h e Big Apple
Ter r or ist St r ik es New Yor k Cit y On ce Again
Nobody knows what is going on other than people getting ran over. A man was driving a pick up truck and ran
over people that were in the bike lane. There is 8 dead and 15 injured at the moment. The man got caught
and confessed that he was part of ISIS. Nobody knows what was going through his mind. All we know right
now is that this was an act of terror.
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Wou ld You Rat h er ?
Die by burning or by
drowning ?

Know when you're going
to die or how you're going
to die ?

Have super strength
or be invisible ?

Live in a zoo or live in an
aquarium ?

Be in a Marvel movie or in
the DC movie ?

Be ugly but a genius or
beautiful but dumb ?

Always say what you think or
never speak again ?

Have fire powers or
have ice powers ?

Be a cat or a dog if you could
turn into one or the other ?

Fly to wherever you go or
run to wherever you go ?
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STANDOUT
TIGER

""I NEVERTHOUGHTI
WOULDBESELECTEDAS
STANDOUTTIGER""

LUISANGEL
ONEOFTHEMOSTQUIETESTSTUDENTS
MAYHAVETHELARGESTIMPACT
Luis Anagel is a sophomore at our school. Chances
are you' ve seen Luis around school or passed by him.
How ever, chances also are that you have not spoken
to him. If this is your case w ith Luis, I have to say you
are missing out. Need evidence of how aw esome Luis
is? Luis is most recent Standout Tiger and w as
unanimously selected! That means every single staff
member at Nuestros w as in agreement w ith Luis as
the Standout Tiger. This w as the first time this has
happened in nearly tw o years.
Luis w as very, very "shocked" upon learning he w as
the new est Standout Tiger. It w as "pretty cool," said
Luis, continuing that his selection w as "pretty
impressive" and he "never thought [he w ould be
selected." Once teacher, w hom has never had Luis in a
class, agreed w ith his nomination as Standout Tiger,

saying "I don' t even know the kid, and I w ant
him in my class." Another teacher proclaimed
Luis to be "better than all of us [teachers]
combined! " w hile another teacher said "Luis
for President! " The teacher that nominated
Luis, put his aw esomeness simply: I nominate
Luis Angel because he is Luis Angel. Enough
said."
Luis felt part of his success at Nuestros w as
due to the teachers and his motto tow ards
school: alw ays put school first and put the
most effort in[to] school. That is sound and
simple advice from an amazing student and an
outstanding individual.
Once an editor for the Tiger Pen, Luis is also
a novice, freelance photographer, and is a
member of TAAS, The Albuquerque Astronomy
Society, w here himself and other individuals
gaze at the stars on the w eekends.
Luis thanked his supportive and encouraging
teachers, as w ell as his family for instilling a
hardw orking mindset on him early in his life.
"They encourage me," said Luis of his family
and Luis alw ays looks to his family, particularly
his supportive mother, for help and advice.
Congratulations, Luis on being unanimously
selected as the new Standout Tiger.
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AREYOUPOOR?THENREADTHIS
OCTOBER17THWAS
INTERNATIONALDAYFORTHE
ERADICATIONOFPOVERTY
Pover t y St ill Pr evalen t , Dam agin g
Happy International Day for the Eradication of Poverty!
Chances are, you didn?t know this day exists; I didn?t.
International Day for the Eradication of Poverty (IDEP),
which has occurred on October 17th for the past 25 years,
is a recognized day from the United Nations. Food, or lack
thereof, is the focus of the day. IDEP ?recognizes the
knowledge and courage of families living in poverty
throughout the world, the importance of reaching out to
the poorest and building an alliance with citizens from all
backgrounds to end poverty,? as stated in the United
Nations resolution establishing this day.

Currently, nearly half of the world's population is
considered to be living in poverty, while 1.3 billion of
those people live in extreme poverty, living off of $2.50
and $1.50 a day, respectively. Consider this: you
probably spend more than that on one meal! Imagine
spending less than $3 on food for an entire day. Not
only would this be an extremely small amount of food,
but the quality of the food would be, at best, poor.
Of the population that is living in poverty, 1 billion
children in the world are living in poverty. According to
UNICEF, a United Nations children's fund, 22,000
children die each day due to poverty. More than 750

million people lack adequate access to clean drinking
water. Inadequate drinking water can cause many
health issues, including diarrhea, which itself is
responsible for nearly 2,300 deaths a day.
World statistics are often quickly overlooked.
Statistics closer to home are more likely to impact
you.
Most recent statistics confirm New Mexico is the
second poorest state in the nation, ranking ahead
only of Mississippi. The poverty rate is slightly above
20%, while the child poverty rate in New Mexico is
approaching 30%. That means, one in five people in
New Mexico are considered to live in poverty, while
more than one in five children are impoverished. The
current poverty line for a family of four is less than
$23,000 a year. Essentially, that is one parent with a
full time job making between $11 or $12 an hour.
To go to a lower metric, Albuquerque itself is a
pretty impoverished city. 20% of the population in
Albuquerque, is considered to be living in poverty.
Over 550,000 people live in Albuquerque, which
means around 110,000 people living in this city live
within the poverty line.
Why am I writing this? Why should you care?
Well either directly or indirectly, poverty affects you.
I have family members that are considered to be living
in poverty. I have seen how they struggle, the stress
that develops because they were struggling, and the
health impact the stress, worrying, and, honestly, the
jealousy that develops while witnessing other people
doing well. When I was growing up, we had what we
called a ?poor week.? This was the week after my mom
paid rent and all the bills at the beginning of the
month, which meant we would be poor for the week.
The other three weeks of the month were not much
better. During our ?poor week? we would eat nothing
but beans, potatoes, and tortillas; nothing else. This
was a period in our lives soon after my parents
divorced and we were forced to live in a one-income
household. (continued on page 7)
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CHANGINGNEWMEXICOSCIENCE
STANDARDS
New M exico' s science standards are being
changed quite a bit for the generations below us.
After a public outcry, Public Education Secretary
Christopher Ruszkowski announced Tuesday
several changes to the states standards that work
with the public. The Public Education Department
says final standards will restore references to the
4.6 billion-year age of the Earth, the rise in global
temperatures over the past century and the
process of evolution due to genetic variation.

The public doesn't want evolution, global
warming, and the age of Earth to be taught
because of religious purposes. Some people who
are Christian/Catholic believe that there kids
should not be taught things such as evolution,
and how old the Earth is because in the Bible it
says completely different things which interferes
with peoples religion. These kind of science
standards have been put into use in over 18
states. The public has just over 30 days to weigh
in on the proposal, and the department will hold
a hearing on the changes on October 16 in Santa
Fe.

It s a M em e Th in g
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(continued from page 5)

Though most people know, many people choose to ignore the
prevalence of poverty in the world. Millions of people live in
conditions similar to the above photo.

This article is important for many reasons, but I feel
it is just as important to talk about poverty; to talk
about people being poor, not having access to simple
things in life. It doesn?t seem real until you experience

""I COULDN'TBELIEVEIT; I STILL
THINKABOUTITTOTHISDAY""
it or you see it. Mr. Ver Ploegh and I once took a
student to Chili's for a quick bite before a basketball
game. The amazement this student had while looking
at the menu blew me away. Chili's is restaurant I have
been to many times; so many times that it had
become boring to me. However, as I saw this students?
look of astonishment at the menu there, I couldn?t
believe it; it is something I still think about to this day.
I feel I?ve ?made it.? I?m doing well enough in my life

This Chili's menu, though common for many people, contains plates of
food that amaze some people. Many people never get to experience the
simple pleasures, like eating at Chili's, while others take it for granted.

and career now that I feel like I can do more. I give
money to people more often than I used to; I
sometimes buy food for people; I?ve paid for groceries
or gas for some people. The point being is that all of
us can do more to help people that are less fortunate
than some of us. I never have forgotten the many
times my basketball coaches bought me food on road
trips to California and Texas, knowing that I didn?t
have much money to buy food myself.
(continued on page 9)
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Ou r Next M ayor :
Dan Lew is or Tim Keller ?

Out of the eight people who were running for mayor only two are left, Dan
Lewis and Tim Keller.

Dan Lewis was elected to City Councilor in 2009
and was re-elected in 2013; he represents
District 5, the Northwest part of Albuquerque.
He is also the Executive Vice President of Desert
Fuels. Desert Fuels is one of the biggest and
fastest-growing petroleum supply and
management companies in the southwest of the
United States. Dan was acknowledged as one of
Albuquerque?s Top CEOs in 2015 while he was
serving as president of Desert Fuels. If elected
mayor, Mr. Lewis guaranteed to help families
out of poverty, help small businesses prosper,
and to create high paying jobs; with this he also
hopes to gain economic prosperity. A couple of
ways in which he hopes to accomplish these
things is by removing politics and self-interest
from City Hall to make the city work for people,
neighborhoods and small businesses, not the
other way around. Mr. Lewis also voted against
Albuquerque Rapid Transit, also known as ART.
He believes it is unnecessary and is ?wasting
tens of millions of dollars-regardless what pot of
taxpayer money it comes from.? With that said,
Lewis is pro-gun; saying he himself is a gun
owner and believes people should be able to
protect their families.

Tim Keller is a businessman and was elected
two times to the State Senate in one of the
most diverse districts in New Mexico. Keller is
pro ART. He believes it will help people get to
places quicker. Keller also believes in race and
gender equality, believing that there should be
100% pay equality level among race and
gender. He also believes that because
Albuquerque has abundant sunshine and wind,
we should be using clean energy; not only that
?we should be an industry leader for the nation
and the world. Our city should be an innovation
center for emerging technologies that can help
tackle climate change while providing a
blueprint for communities everywhere to earn
big returns on their clean energy investments.?
What he means is we have the potential to do
so much good for the world and one big plan is
not going to be enough, we need to come
together as one to make the world suitable for
future generations to come. If we lead we could
possibly make a positive change to the world.

I personally believe Tim Keller is the
mayor Albuquerque needs; who do you
believe should be our next mayor?
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(continued from page 7)
I?ve never forgotten the
times when my friends?
parents chipped in money
so that I can buy clothes at
a store I was with them at.
I remember feeling
embarrassed about not
having nice clothes to
wear on game days in
middle school. I remember
being jealous of my
friends and their new
clothes. I remember this
stuff when I encounter
people whom I know are
struggling.
I think we all could do
more to help people. We
may not be able to end
poverty or buy someone
out of a bad financial
situation, but we could do
many things. We can
donate our time and/or
money to charities that
fight poverty. We can buy
some food or groceries for
a person, so that they will
have a little more extra
money to enjoy
themselves or use their
extra money to buy a nice
shirt for an important job
interview. The things we

can do to help an
individual or the masses
are both numerous and
endless.
Let?s all try to do more
and do a small (or large)
part to eradicate or end
poverty.
We do live in the
wealthiest and most
prosperous country in
the history of the world.
The Catholic Church
itself it estimated to be
worth around $15 billion,
this does not include
much of the value of the
land the Church owns. In
the United States alone,
there are 7 million
millionaires. Of the
millionaires in the world,
they control 75% of the
wealth in the entire
world, equivalent to
around $75 trillion. Yes,
that is trillion with a 'T''!!
There is now enough
money in the world to
help others in many
ways, yet money used to
support programs and
charities that help the
poor are often misused.
Changes need to be

made in the world;
everybody needs equal
access. It's not just
policies that need to
change, but mindsets
need to change. The
ideals of the world need
to be redirected and
focused on the whole,

not the part; the
community, not the
individual; the prosper of
many, not the success of
a few. When our goals
change for better, so to
will the reduction of
poverty and the gross
distribution of wealth.
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AFIRSTATNUESTROS
Sen ior Alicia M an du jan o Select ed t o

All-Dist r ict Soccer Team at Rio Gr an de High Sch ool

Last year, the Tiger Pen wrote a piece about then
junior Alicia Mandujano. The article detailed Alicia's
success as a student-athlete. Alicia was and still is a
varsity soccer player at Rio Grande High School while
she attends school here at Nuestros. In the article,
Alicia opened up about her experiences as a student

at one school and an athlete at another school.
Continuing on her success from last year, Alicia was
recently named to the all-district team,
representing Rio Grande. This is a HUGE honor and
Alicia has been nothing but humble and modest
about this prestigious award, which is why we are
recognizing Alicia here.
Alicia has made Nuestros history by becoming the
first student to attend this school to be selected to
any athletic award in either the Charter School
League or New Mexico Activities Association
(NMAA). This follows the history she made last year
as being the first and student to SUCCESSFULLY
compete in APS athletics for an entire season.

Alicia is seen here fighting for a loose ball during her senior year
playing soccer at Rio Grande. A three year varsity player, Alicia was
selected to the all-district team this year.

In one of the Tiger Pen's issues last year, we showcased Alicia as an
example of the ultimate student-athlete as she played varsity since
her sophomore year while maintaining a near 4.0 GPA.

Accomplishments like this do no occur often at
Nuestros, which is why it is important for us as a
school to recognize and congratulate Alicia. It is a
huge honor and she should be honored, regardless
of how shy she may be about it and should be
looked at as a model student.
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